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Quick Guide: Credit Lines 
 

Standard In-text Citation Format 
Unless otherwise requested by the rights holder, credit lines should follow APA style.  
 

Example source and formatting for various situations: 
Kossinets, G., and Watts, D.J. (2009). Origins of homophily in an evolving social 
network. American Journal of Sociology, 115. 405–50. doi:10.1086/599247. 

 

For more information about APA style, see the following link: http://www.apastyle.org/  
 

Creative Commons Credit Line 
When using CC content, always include proper attribution. This is important because failing to properly 
cite the source puts us in violation of the license terms and subject to copyright infringement claims.   

 
Always provide the following: 
 Full source info  Source location link/url 
 Name the license  Link/url to the terms of the license 

 

 
Example of proper citation:  
Photo of Ceiling frescos in Sonntagberg Basilica by Daniel Gran, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page#/media/File:Sonntagberg_Basilika_Deckenfre
sken_03.JPG, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

  
Public Domain Credit Lines 
 

While Public Domain material is not subject to copyright protection, it is still necessary to give proper 
attribution for work that is not original.  In all cases, a credit line should be included that provide as 
much source info as possible.  Simply indicating “Public Domain” as a credit line is not sufficient. 

 

Photo Credit Lines 
 

Credit lines for images licensed via photo vendors should adhere to the terms of the license.  Typically, 
vendors specify a particular format which includes the individual photo credit, the library or collection 
the image belongs to as well as the name of the vendor.  Additionally, the credit line must appear 
immediately adjacent to the image in the text.  

 

Social Media   

Social media posts should be cited/credited in text with the full source information listed in the 
references.   http://blog.apastyle.org/apastyle/2013/10/how-to-cite-social-media-in-apa-
style.html?_ga=2.108470786.1444560830.1496677086-942583714.1496677086  

Situation Example 

In-text Citation (Kossinets & Watts, 2009) 

Fair Use Credit Line Kossinets & Watts (2009). 

Fair Use & Adapted Credit Line Adapted from Kossinets & Watts (2009). 

Based On Credit Line Based on data from Kossinets & Watts (2009). 

Licensed Use Credit Line Kossinets & Watts (2009). Reproduced with permission. 

Licensed & Adapted Credit Line Adapted from Kossinets & Watts (2009). Reproduced 
with permission. 
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